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themes: the theme is what makes the total theme the total theme. i don't want to sound immodest but i am here to show that i have created a theme so powerful that it could really make the total theme perform at a level that no other theme has ever
been able to touch and total may never be able to touch again. features: a lot of the functionality that you can see in total is visible in mybb but also many features total doesn't have are there. you have the ability to customize/rewrite the toolbar,

create a custom registration/profile page, create a custom login page, add/edit/delete/edit profile fields, create unique skinned subforums, better multisite integration, skin your forum via the admin section, add/edit/delete/edit profile fields and much
more. the update and support for mybb is also way better than total. multi site: i did it this time and even i am surprised that it still works and has not been patched. the multi site functionality is actually like a second site that is attached to the main

site. if the main site is inactive and it has a simple upkeep of updates and your forum software is up to date then you can continue to use the service without any issues. i wrote about this in an external post which can be found at
https://www.arealujo.com/blog/diy-multisite-mybb-the-easiest-way-to-create-a-second-forum/ . administration: what i loved about total was that everything was customizable in a very user friendly fashion. administration was not simple at all in total, it

took so long to create custom functions in the backend. mybb has a much easier administration and you can easily add custom functions even if you are a beginner.
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mybb has thousands of
forums and is used by
some of them to very

sophisticated scale. and it
can be very easily

customized with themes
and plugins. forum

software have lots of
functions like navigation,

plugins, admin, user
customization, file upload,
memberships, etc and all
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these functions can be
extremely easily handled

by our award winning
theme. it has all the
features you should

expect from a theme. so
what exactly is it? its a

wordpress theme to make
your blogs and forums

look good. it has tons of
features and can be

customized to look great
on different device types

like desktop, laptops,
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mobile, tablet, etc. you
can easily be able to

remove the navigation
bar to save space and
make your forums look
professional. the beauty
of the theme is its easy

install and comes with its
own template engine
which makes creating

custom pages in minutes.
when you install the

theme you can start using
it right away! each and
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every page of your
website is on the

dashboard and are super
easy to edit and

everything inside your
site is 100% responsive

and adaptive to any
device with our retina
feature. your design

options are endless and
you can adapt it to look

more professional or more
minimal if you want to.
the most important part
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of all is there are no limits
on what you can do with

it. every page, every
plugin, and every function

of your site is fully
customizable. you can
even create your own

version of the theme by
uploading your own or

swapping out the theme
that ships with it. if you
are looking for a theme
that will not drag you

down then this theme is
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for you. it can get you up
and running in no time
and is responsive to fit
any device! i will try to

explain the best in details
what you can do with it

and most importantly why
this theme is great and

why you should pay
money for it. 5ec8ef588b
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